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The verbal section of the GRE is essentially a vocabulary test. With a few exceptions, if you
know the word, you will probably be able to answer the question correctly. Thus, it is crucial that
you improve your vocabulary. Even if you have a strong vocabulary, you will still encounter
unfamiliar words on the GRE.Many students write off questions, which contain words, they don’t
recognize. This is a mistake. This book introduces numerous techniques that decode unfamiliar
words and prod your memory of words you only half-remember. With these techniques, you will
often be able to squeeze out enough meaning from an unfamiliar word to answer a question
correctly.Nevertheless, don’t rely on just these techniques—you must study word lists.
Obviously, you cannot attempt to memorize the dictionary, and you don’t need to. The GRE tests
a surprisingly limited number of words, and this book has 4000 prime candidates. Granted,
memorizing a list of words is rather dry, but it is probably the most effective way of improving
your performance on the verbal section.All the words you need for success on the GRE!
Features:* Word Analysis section* Sentence Completion section* 200 Prefixes, Roots, and
Suffixes* Concise, practical definitions
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About This BookThe GRE tests a surprisingly limited number of words. In the following list, you
will find words that occur frequently on the GRE. Granted, memorizing a list of words is rather
dry, but it is probably the most effective way to improve your performance on the verbal
section.Over the years, this list of 4000 words has been an invaluable tool for students who have
both the time and the determination to wade through it. It’s chock-full of words that are prime
candidates for the GRE.Whenever possible, one-word definitions are used. Although this makes
a definition less precise, it also makes it easier to remember. Many common words appear in the
list of words, but with their less common meanings. For example, the common meaning of
champion is “winner.” A less common meaning for champion is to support or fight for someone
else. (Think of the phrase “to champion a cause.”) This is the meaning that would be used in the
list.As you read through the list of words, mark any that you do not know with a check mark.
Then when you read through the list again, mark any that you do not remember with two checks.
Continue in this manner until you have learned the words.There are four types of quizzes
interspersed in the word list: Matching, Antonyms, Analogies, and Sentence Completions. The
Matching quizzes, review words that were just introduced. All the other quizzes contain words
from any part of the list.

THE WORDSAa cappella without accompanimentà la carte priced separatelya priori reasoning
based on general principlesaback unexpected, surprisedabacus counting deviceabandon



desert, forsakeabase degradeabash humiliate, embarrassabate lessen, subsideabatement
alleviationabbey monasteryabbreviate shortenabdicate relinquish power or positionabdomen
bellyabduct kidnapaberrant abnormalabeyance postponementabhor detestabide submit,
endureabject wretchedabjure renounceablate cut awayablution cleansingabode homeabolish
annul, eliminateabominable detestableaboriginal indigenous, nativeabortive
unsuccessfulabound be plentifulabreast side-by-sideabridge shortenabroad overseasabrogate
cancelabrupt ending suddenlyabscond to run away (secretly)absolve acquit, free from
blameabstain refrainabstract theoretical, intangibleabstruse difficult to understandabut touch,
border onabysmal deficient, sub parabyss chasmacademy schoolaccede yield,
agreeaccentuate emphasizeaccession attainment of rankaccessory attachment,
accompliceacclaim recognition, fameacclimate accustom oneself to a climate, adjustacclivity
ascent, inclineaccolade applause, tributeaccommodate adapt, assist, houseaccomplice one
who aids a lawbreakeraccord agreementaccost to approach and speak to someone
aggressivelyaccouter equip, clotheaccredit authorizeaccrete grow largeraccrue
accumulateaccumulate amassacerbic caustic, bitter (of speech)acme summit, zenithacolyte
assistant (usually to clergy)acoustic pertaining to soundacquaint familiarizeacquiesce agree
passivelyacquit free from blameacrid pungent, caustic, chokingacrimonious caustic, bitter,
resentfulacrophobia fear of heightsactuate induce, startacumen insightacute sharp, intensead
nauseam to a ridiculous degreead-lib improviseadage proverbadamant insistentadapt adjust to
changing conditionsadaptable pliableaddendum appendix, supplementadduce offer as
exampleadept skillfuladhere stick toadherent supporteradieu farewelladipose fattyadjacent next
toadjourn suspend, discontinueadjudicate judgeadjunct additionadminister manageadmissible
allowableadmonish warn gentlyado fuss, commotionAdonis a beautiful manadroit
skillfuladulation applause, worshipadulterate contaminate, corruptadumbration
overshadowadvent arrival of something importantadventitious accidental, extrinsicadversary
opponentadverse unfavorable, opposingadversity hardshipadvise give counseladvocate urge,
supportaegis that which protects, sponsorshipaerial pertaining to the airaerobics exerciseQuiz 1
(Matching)Match each word in the first column with its definition in the second column. Answers
are at the end of this chapter.1. ABASEA. applause2. ABSTAINB. caustic3. ACOLYTEC.
shorten4. ABEYANCED. applause5. ABRIDGEE. assistant6. ACCOLADEF. postponement7.
ACRIMONIOUSG. refrain8. ADDUCEH. exercise9. ADULATIONI. degrade10. AEROBICSJ. offer
as exampleaesthetic pleasing to the senses, beautifulaffable friendlyaffect influenceaffectation
pretense, showing offaffidavit sworn written statementaffiliate associateaffiliation connection,
associationaffinity fondnessaffix fastenaffliction illnessaffluent abundant, wealthyaffray
brawlaffront insultaficionado devotee, ardent followerafoul entangled, in troubleaft rearaftermath
consequenceagape wonderagenda plan, timetableagent provocateur agitatoraggrandize
exaggerateaggravate worsenaggregate total, collectaggressor attackeraggrieve
mistreataggrieved unjustly injuredaghast horrifiedagile nimbleagitate stir upagnate related on
the father’s sideagnostic not knowing whether God existsagrarian pertaining to



farmingagronomy science of crop productionair discuss, broadcastairs pretensionakimbo with
hands on hipsakin relatedal fresco outdoorsalacrity swiftnessalbatross large sea birdalbino
lacking pigmentationalcove recess, nichealias assumed namealibi excusealienate estrange,
antagonizealight land, descend, to happen to find a place to restallay to reassureallege assert
without proofallegiance loyaltyallegory fableallegro fastalleviate lessen, assuagealliteration
repetition of the same soundallocate distributeallot allocate, rationallude refer to indirectlyally
unite for a purposealmanac calendar with additional informationalms charityaloof arrogant,
detachedaltercation argumentaltitude heightalto low female voicealtruism benevolence,
generosityamalgamation mixtureamass collectambient surrounding, environmentambiguous
unclearambivalence conflicting emotionsambulatory able to walkameliorate improveamenable
agreeableamend correctamenities courtesies, comfortsamenity pleasantnessamiable
friendlyamid amongamiss wrong, out of placeamity friendship, good willamnesty pardonamoral
without moralsamorous loving, sexualamorphous shapelessamortize pay by
installmentsamphibious able to operate in water and landamphitheater oval-shaped
theateramuck murderous frenzyamulet charm, talismanamuse entertainanachronistic out of
historical orderanaerobic without oxygenanagram a word formed by rearranging the letters of
another wordanalgesic pain-sootherQuiz 2 (Antonyms)Directions: Choose the word most
opposite in meaning to the capitalized word. Answers are at the end of this chapter.1.
GRATUITOUS: (A) voluntary (B) arduous (C) solicitous (D) righteous (E) befitting2. FALLOW: (A)
fatuous (B) productive (C) bountiful (D) pertinacious (E) opprobrious3. METTLE: (A) ad hoc (B)
perdition (C) woe (D) trepidation (E) apathy4. SAVANT: (A) dolt (B) sage (C) attaché (D) apropos
comment (E) state of confusion5. RIFE: (A) multitudinous (B) blemished (C) sturdy (D)
counterfeit (E) sparse6. ABRIDGE: (A) distend (B) assail (C) unfetter (D) enfeeble (E) prove7.
PRODIGAL: (A) bountiful (B) dependent (C) provident (D) superfluous (E) profligate8.
REQUIEM: (A) humility (B) prerequisite (C) resolution (D) reign (E) hiatus9. METE: (A) indict (B)
convoke (C) hamper (D) disseminate (E) deviate10. SEVERANCE: (A) continuation (B)
dichotomy (C) astringency (D) disclosure (E) remonstranceanalogous similaranalogy point-by-
point comparisonanarchist terrorist, nihilistanarchy absence of government, chaosanathema
curse, abominationanecdote storyaneurysm bulging in a blood vesselangst anxiety,
dreadanimadversion critical remarkanimated exuberantanimosity dislikeanimus hateannals
historical recordsannex to attach, to take possession ofannihilate destroyannotate to add
explanatory notesannul cancelannular ring-shapedanodyne pain soothinganoint consecrate,
apply ointmentanomalous abnormalanonymity state of being anonymousantagonistic
hostileantagonize harassantechamber waiting roomantediluvian ancient, obsoleteanthology
collectionanthrax disease, bacteriumantic caper, prankantipathy repulsion, hatedantipodal
exactly oppositeantiquated outdated, obsoleteantiquity ancient times

aesthetic pleasing to the senses, beautifulaffable friendlyaffect influenceaffectation pretense,
showing offaffidavit sworn written statementaffiliate associateaffiliation connection,



associationaffinity fondnessaffix fastenaffliction illnessaffluent abundant, wealthyaffray
brawlaffront insultaficionado devotee, ardent followerafoul entangled, in troubleaft rearaftermath
consequenceagape wonderagenda plan, timetableagent provocateur agitatoraggrandize
exaggerateaggravate worsenaggregate total, collectaggressor attackeraggrieve
mistreataggrieved unjustly injuredaghast horrifiedagile nimbleagitate stir upagnate related on
the father’s sideagnostic not knowing whether God existsagrarian pertaining to
farmingagronomy science of crop productionair discuss, broadcastairs pretensionakimbo with
hands on hipsakin relatedal fresco outdoorsalacrity swiftnessalbatross large sea birdalbino
lacking pigmentationalcove recess, nichealias assumed namealibi excusealienate estrange,
antagonizealight land, descend, to happen to find a place to restallay to reassureallege assert
without proofallegiance loyaltyallegory fableallegro fastalleviate lessen, assuagealliteration
repetition of the same soundallocate distributeallot allocate, rationallude refer to indirectlyally
unite for a purposealmanac calendar with additional informationalms charityaloof arrogant,
detachedaltercation argumentaltitude heightalto low female voicealtruism benevolence,
generosityamalgamation mixtureamass collectambient surrounding, environmentambiguous
unclearambivalence conflicting emotionsambulatory able to walkameliorate improveamenable
agreeableamend correctamenities courtesies, comfortsamenity pleasantnessamiable
friendlyamid amongamiss wrong, out of placeamity friendship, good willamnesty pardonamoral
without moralsamorous loving, sexualamorphous shapelessamortize pay by
installmentsamphibious able to operate in water and landamphitheater oval-shaped
theateramuck murderous frenzyamulet charm, talismanamuse entertainanachronistic out of
historical orderanaerobic without oxygenanagram a word formed by rearranging the letters of
another wordanalgesic pain-sootherQuiz 2 (Antonyms)Directions: Choose the word most
opposite in meaning to the capitalized word. Answers are at the end of this chapter.1.
GRATUITOUS: (A) voluntary (B) arduous (C) solicitous (D) righteous (E) befitting2. FALLOW: (A)
fatuous (B) productive (C) bountiful (D) pertinacious (E) opprobrious3. METTLE: (A) ad hoc (B)
perdition (C) woe (D) trepidation (E) apathy4. SAVANT: (A) dolt (B) sage (C) attaché (D) apropos
comment (E) state of confusion5. RIFE: (A) multitudinous (B) blemished (C) sturdy (D)
counterfeit (E) sparse6. ABRIDGE: (A) distend (B) assail (C) unfetter (D) enfeeble (E) prove7.
PRODIGAL: (A) bountiful (B) dependent (C) provident (D) superfluous (E) profligate8.
REQUIEM: (A) humility (B) prerequisite (C) resolution (D) reign (E) hiatus9. METE: (A) indict (B)
convoke (C) hamper (D) disseminate (E) deviate10. SEVERANCE: (A) continuation (B)
dichotomy (C) astringency (D) disclosure (E) remonstranceanalogous similaranalogy point-by-
point comparisonanarchist terrorist, nihilistanarchy absence of government, chaosanathema
curse, abominationanecdote storyaneurysm bulging in a blood vesselangst anxiety,
dreadanimadversion critical remarkanimated exuberantanimosity dislikeanimus hateannals
historical recordsannex to attach, to take possession ofannihilate destroyannotate to add
explanatory notesannul cancelannular ring-shapedanodyne pain soothinganoint consecrate,
apply ointmentanomalous abnormalanonymity state of being anonymousantagonistic



hostileantagonize harassantechamber waiting roomantediluvian ancient, obsoleteanthology
collectionanthrax disease, bacteriumantic caper, prankantipathy repulsion, hatedantipodal
exactly oppositeantiquated outdated, obsoleteantiquity ancient timesantithesis direct
oppositeapartheid racial segregationapathetic unconcerned, uninterestedapathy
indifferenceape mimicaperture openingapex highest pointaphasia speechlessaphorism
maximaplomb poiseapocalyptic ominous, doomedapocryphal of doubtful authenticityapoplexy
strokeapostate one who abandons one’s faithapotheosis deificationappall horrifyapparition
phantomappease pacifyappellation titleappend affixapposite aptapprehensive anxious,
worriedapprise informapprobation approvalapropos appropriateapt suitableaptitude
abilityaquatic pertaining to waterarbiter judgearbitrament final judgmentarbitrary tyrannical,
capriciousarcane secret, difficult to understandarchaic antiquatedarchetype original model,
epitomearchipelago group of islandarchives public recordsardent passionateardor
passionarduous hardArgonauts gold-seekers, adventurersargot specialized vocabulary,
jargonaria operatic songarid dry, dullaristocrat noblemanarmada fleet of shipsarmistice
trucearraign indictarray arrangementarrears in debtarrogate seize without rightarroyo
gullyarsenal supply, stockpile of weaponsartful skillful, cunningarticulate well-spokenartifice
trickartless naive, simpleascend riseascendancy powerful stateascertain discoverascetic self-
denyingascribe to attributeaseptic sterileashen paleasinine stupidaskance to view with
suspicionaskew crookedaspersion slanderasphyxiate suffocateaspirant contestantaspiration
ambitionassail attackassassin murdererassent agreeassert affirmassess appraiseassiduous
hard-workingassimilate absorb, integrateassonance partial rhymeassuage lessen (pain)astral
pertaining to starsastringent causing contraction, severeastute wiseasunder apart, into separate
partsasylum place of refugeasymmetric unevenatavistic exhibiting the characteristics of one’s
forebearsatelier workshopatoll reefatomize vaporizeatone make amendsatrophy the wasting
away of muscleattenuate weaken, assuageattest testifyattire dressattribute ascribeattrition
deterioration, reductionQuiz 3 (Matching)Match each word in the first column with its definition in
the second column. Answers are at the end of this chapter.1. ANATHEMAA. hard2.
ANNIHILATEB. curse3. ANOMALOUSC. gully4. APATHETICD. suffocate5. ARCHAICE.
antiquated6. ARDUOUSF. destroy7. ARROYOG. abnormal8. ASPHYXIATEH. unconcerned9.
ASTRINGENTI. make amends10. ATONEJ. causing contractionatypical abnormalau courant
well informed, chicaudacity boldnessaudient listening, attentiveaudition tryoutaugment increase,
supplementaugur predictaugust noble, majesticaura atmosphere, emanationauspices
patronage, protectionauspicious favorableaustere harsh, Spartanauthorize grant,
sanctionautomaton robotautonomous self-governingauxiliary secondary, supportiveavail
assistanceavant garde vanguardavarice greedavatar incarnationaverse loath, reluctantavert turn
awayavian pertaining to birdsavid enthusiasticavocation hobbyavouch attest, guaranteeavow
declareavuncular like an uncleawry crookedaxiom self-evident truthaye affirmative voteazure sky
blueBbabbittry smugnessbacchanal orgy, drunken celebrationbadger pesterbadinage
banterbagatelle nonentity, triflebailiwick area of concern or businessbaleen whalebonebaleful



hostile, malignantbalk hesitatebalky hesitantballad songballast counterbalanceballistics study of
projectilesbalm soothing ointmentbanal tritebandy exchangebane poison, nuisancebarbarian
savagebard poetbaroque ornatebarrister lawyerbask take pleasure in, sunbasso low male
voicebastion fortbathos sentimentalitybatten fasten, board upbattery physical attackbauble
trinketbeatify sanctifybeatitude state of blissbeckon lurebecoming properbedlam uproarbefit to
be suitablebeget produce, procreatebegrudge resent, envybeguile deceive, seducebehemoth
monsterbehest commandbeholden in debt, obligedbelabor assail verbally, dwell onbelated
delayed, overduebeleaguer besiegebelfry bell towerbelie misrepresent, disprovebelittle
disparagebellicose warlikebelligerent combativebellow shoutbellwether leader, guidebemoan
lamentbemused bewilderedbenchmark standardbenediction blessingbenefactor
patronbenevolent kindbenign harmlessbent determinedbequeath willbequest gift,
endowmentberate scoldbereave to rob, to deprive somebody of a love one, especially through
deathQuiz 4 (Antonyms)Directions: Choose the word most opposite in meaning to the
capitalized word. Answers are at the end of this chapter.1. HYPOCRITICAL: (A) forthright (B)
judicious (C) circumspect (D) puritanical (E) unorthodox2. VOLUMINOUS: (A) obscure (B)
cantankerous (C) unsubstantial (D) tenacious (E) opprobrious3. FANATICISM: (A) delusion (B)
fascism (C) remorse (D) cynicism (E) indifference4. INTERMINABLE: (A) finite (B) jejune (C)
tranquil (D) incessant (E) imprudent5. ORNATE: (A) Spartan (B) blemished (C) sturdy (D)
counterfeit (E) temporary6. MUTABILITY: (A) simplicity (B) apprehension (C) frailty (D) maverick
(E) tenacity7. VIRULENT: (A) benign (B) intrepid (C) malignant (D) hyperbolic (E) tentative8.
ABSTEMIOUS: (A) timely (B) immoderate (C) bellicose (D) servile (E) irreligious9. VERBOSE:
(A) subliminal (B) myopic (C) pithy (D) dauntless (E) ubiquitous10. VISCID: (A) subtle (B) faint
(C) slick (D) vicious (E) difficultbereft deprived ofberserk crazed with angerbeseech implore,
begbeset harass, encirclebesiege beleaguer, surroundbesmirch slander, sullybespeak
attestbestial beast-like, brutalbestow offer, grantbetrothed engagedbevy groupbibliography list
of sources of informationbicameral having two legislative branchesbicker quarrelbiennial
occurring every two yearsbilateral two-sidedbilious ill-temperedbilk swindlebiodegradable
naturally decayingbiopsy removing tissue for examinationbiped two-footed animalbistro tavern,
cafebivouac encampmentblandish flatter, grovelblasé bored with lifeblasphemy insulting
Godbleak cheerless, forlornblight decaybliss happinessblithe joyousbloated swollenbode
portendbogus forged, falsebogy bugbearboisterous noisybolt move quickly and
suddenlybombast pompous speechbon vivant gourmet, epicurebona fide made in good
faithbonanza a stroke of luckboon payoff, windfallboor vulgar personbootless unavailingbooty
loot, stolen goodsbotch bunglebourgeois middle classbovine cow-likeboycott abstain in
protestbracing refreshingbrackish saltybrandish display menacinglybravado feigned
braverybravura technically difficult, brilliantbrawn strengthbrevity shortness of expressionbrigand
robberbrink edge, thresholdbroach bring up a topic for conversationbromide clichébrook
toleratebrowbeat to bullybrusque curtbucolic rusticbuffet blow, pummelbuffoon fool,
jokerbulwark fortificationbuncombe empty, showy talkbuoyant floatable, cheerfulburgeon



sproutburlesque farceburly huskybuttress supportCcabal a group of conspiratorscabaret night
clubcache hiding placecachet prestigecacophony dissonance, harsh noisecadaver
corpsecadaverous haggardcadence rhythmcadet a student of a military academycadge
begcadre small groupcajole encourage, coaxcalamity disastercalculating schemingcaliber
ability, charactercallous insensitivecallow inexperiencedcalumny slandercamaraderie
fellowshipcanaille rabblecanard hoaxcandid frank, unrehearsedcandor franknesscanine
pertaining to dogscanon rulecant insincere speechcantankerous peevishcantata musical
compositioncanvass surveycapacious spaciouscapillary thin tubecapital most significant,
pertaining to wealthcapitol legislative buildingcapitulate surrendercapricious fickle,
impulsivecaption titlecaptious fond of finding fault in otherscaptivate engross, fascinatecarafe
bottlecarbine riflecarcinogenic causing cancercarcinoma tumorcardinal chiefcardiologist one
who studies the heartcareen swervecarrion decaying fleshcartographer mapmakercascade
waterfallcashmere fine wool from AsiaCassandra unheeded prophetcastigate criticizecastrate
remove the testiclesQuiz 5 (Matching)Match each word in the first column with its definition in
the second column. Answers are at the end of this chapter.1. BESMIRCHA. unheeded prophet2.
BICAMERALB. peevish3. BILATERALC. pertaining to dogs4. BOOTLESSD. plot5. BRANDISHE.
farce6. BURLESQUEF. display menacingly7. CABALG. unavailing8. CANINEH. two-sided9.
CANTANKEROUSI. having two legislative branches10. CASSANDRAJ. sully

atypical abnormalau courant well informed, chicaudacity boldnessaudient listening,
attentiveaudition tryoutaugment increase, supplementaugur predictaugust noble, majesticaura
atmosphere, emanationauspices patronage, protectionauspicious favorableaustere harsh,
Spartanauthorize grant, sanctionautomaton robotautonomous self-governingauxiliary
secondary, supportiveavail assistanceavant garde vanguardavarice greedavatar
incarnationaverse loath, reluctantavert turn awayavian pertaining to birdsavid
enthusiasticavocation hobbyavouch attest, guaranteeavow declareavuncular like an uncleawry
crookedaxiom self-evident truthaye affirmative voteazure sky blueBbabbittry
smugnessbacchanal orgy, drunken celebrationbadger pesterbadinage banterbagatelle
nonentity, triflebailiwick area of concern or businessbaleen whalebonebaleful hostile,
malignantbalk hesitatebalky hesitantballad songballast counterbalanceballistics study of
projectilesbalm soothing ointmentbanal tritebandy exchangebane poison, nuisancebarbarian
savagebard poetbaroque ornatebarrister lawyerbask take pleasure in, sunbasso low male
voicebastion fortbathos sentimentalitybatten fasten, board upbattery physical attackbauble
trinketbeatify sanctifybeatitude state of blissbeckon lurebecoming properbedlam uproarbefit to
be suitablebeget produce, procreatebegrudge resent, envybeguile deceive, seducebehemoth
monsterbehest commandbeholden in debt, obligedbelabor assail verbally, dwell onbelated
delayed, overduebeleaguer besiegebelfry bell towerbelie misrepresent, disprovebelittle
disparagebellicose warlikebelligerent combativebellow shoutbellwether leader, guidebemoan
lamentbemused bewilderedbenchmark standardbenediction blessingbenefactor



patronbenevolent kindbenign harmlessbent determinedbequeath willbequest gift,
endowmentberate scoldbereave to rob, to deprive somebody of a love one, especially through
deathQuiz 4 (Antonyms)Directions: Choose the word most opposite in meaning to the
capitalized word. Answers are at the end of this chapter.1. HYPOCRITICAL: (A) forthright (B)
judicious (C) circumspect (D) puritanical (E) unorthodox2. VOLUMINOUS: (A) obscure (B)
cantankerous (C) unsubstantial (D) tenacious (E) opprobrious3. FANATICISM: (A) delusion (B)
fascism (C) remorse (D) cynicism (E) indifference4. INTERMINABLE: (A) finite (B) jejune (C)
tranquil (D) incessant (E) imprudent5. ORNATE: (A) Spartan (B) blemished (C) sturdy (D)
counterfeit (E) temporary6. MUTABILITY: (A) simplicity (B) apprehension (C) frailty (D) maverick
(E) tenacity7. VIRULENT: (A) benign (B) intrepid (C) malignant (D) hyperbolic (E) tentative8.
ABSTEMIOUS: (A) timely (B) immoderate (C) bellicose (D) servile (E) irreligious9. VERBOSE:
(A) subliminal (B) myopic (C) pithy (D) dauntless (E) ubiquitous10. VISCID: (A) subtle (B) faint
(C) slick (D) vicious (E) difficultbereft deprived ofberserk crazed with angerbeseech implore,
begbeset harass, encirclebesiege beleaguer, surroundbesmirch slander, sullybespeak
attestbestial beast-like, brutalbestow offer, grantbetrothed engagedbevy groupbibliography list
of sources of informationbicameral having two legislative branchesbicker quarrelbiennial
occurring every two yearsbilateral two-sidedbilious ill-temperedbilk swindlebiodegradable
naturally decayingbiopsy removing tissue for examinationbiped two-footed animalbistro tavern,
cafebivouac encampmentblandish flatter, grovelblasé bored with lifeblasphemy insulting
Godbleak cheerless, forlornblight decaybliss happinessblithe joyousbloated swollenbode
portendbogus forged, falsebogy bugbearboisterous noisybolt move quickly and
suddenlybombast pompous speechbon vivant gourmet, epicurebona fide made in good
faithbonanza a stroke of luckboon payoff, windfallboor vulgar personbootless unavailingbooty
loot, stolen goodsbotch bunglebourgeois middle classbovine cow-likeboycott abstain in
protestbracing refreshingbrackish saltybrandish display menacinglybravado feigned
braverybravura technically difficult, brilliantbrawn strengthbrevity shortness of expressionbrigand
robberbrink edge, thresholdbroach bring up a topic for conversationbromide clichébrook
toleratebrowbeat to bullybrusque curtbucolic rusticbuffet blow, pummelbuffoon fool,
jokerbulwark fortificationbuncombe empty, showy talkbuoyant floatable, cheerfulburgeon
sproutburlesque farceburly huskybuttress supportCcabal a group of conspiratorscabaret night
clubcache hiding placecachet prestigecacophony dissonance, harsh noisecadaver
corpsecadaverous haggardcadence rhythmcadet a student of a military academycadge
begcadre small groupcajole encourage, coaxcalamity disastercalculating schemingcaliber
ability, charactercallous insensitivecallow inexperiencedcalumny slandercamaraderie
fellowshipcanaille rabblecanard hoaxcandid frank, unrehearsedcandor franknesscanine
pertaining to dogscanon rulecant insincere speechcantankerous peevishcantata musical
compositioncanvass surveycapacious spaciouscapillary thin tubecapital most significant,
pertaining to wealthcapitol legislative buildingcapitulate surrendercapricious fickle,
impulsivecaption titlecaptious fond of finding fault in otherscaptivate engross, fascinatecarafe



bottlecarbine riflecarcinogenic causing cancercarcinoma tumorcardinal chiefcardiologist one
who studies the heartcareen swervecarrion decaying fleshcartographer mapmakercascade
waterfallcashmere fine wool from AsiaCassandra unheeded prophetcastigate criticizecastrate
remove the testiclesQuiz 5 (Matching)Match each word in the first column with its definition in
the second column. Answers are at the end of this chapter.1. BESMIRCHA. unheeded prophet2.
BICAMERALB. peevish3. BILATERALC. pertaining to dogs4. BOOTLESSD. plot5. BRANDISHE.
farce6. BURLESQUEF. display menacingly7. CABALG. unavailing8. CANINEH. two-sided9.
CANTANKEROUSI. having two legislative branches10. CASSANDRAJ. sullycasuistry specious
reasoningcataclysm catastrophecatastrophic disastrouscategorical absolute, certaincathartic
purgative, purifyingcatholic universal, worldlycaucus meetingcause célèbre celebrated legal
casecaustic scathing (of speech)cauterize to searcavalier disdainful, nonchalantcaveat
warningcaveat emptor buyer bewarecavil quibblecavort froliccede transfer ownership,
relinquishcelestial heavenlycelibate abstaining from sexcenotaph empty tomb,
monumentcensorious condemning speechcensure condemnceramics potterycerebral
pertaining to the braincessation a stoppingchafe abradechagrin embarrassmentchalice
gobletchampion defendchaperon escortcharade pantomime, shamcharlatan quack,
imposterchartreuse greenish yellowchary cautiouschaste pure, virginchasten castigatechateau
castlecheeky brass, forwardcherub cupidcherubic sweet, innocentchicanery trickerychide
scoldchimerical imaginary, dreamlikecholeric easily angeredchortle laugh, snortchronic
continual (usually of illness)chronicle a history, recordchronology arrangement by timechurl a
boorchutzpah gallCimmerian dim, unlitcipher zero, nobody, a codecirca about (of time)circuitous
roundaboutcircumcise remove the foreskincircumlocution roundabout expressioncircumspect
cautiouscircumvent evade, thwartcitadel fortresscitation summons to appear in courtclamor
noiseclan extended familyclandestine secretclaustrophobia fear of enclosed placescleave
splitcleft splitclemency forgivenessclique a small groupcloister refuge, monasteryclone
duplicateclout influencecloven splitcloy glut, to sicken by excesscloyed jadedco-opt preempt,
usurpcoagulate thickencoalesce combinecoda concluding passagecoddle pampercodicil
supplement to a willcoercion forcecoffer strongboxcogent well-put, convincingcogitate
pondercognate from the same sourcecognizant aware, mindfulcognomen family namecohabit
live togethercohere stick togethercohort an associatecoiffure hairdocollaborate work
togethercollar seize, arrestcollateral securities for a debtcolloquial informal speechcolloquy
conferencecollusion conspiracycolonnade row of columnsQuiz 6 (Antonyms)Directions: Choose
the word most opposite in meaning to the capitalized word. Answers are at the end of this
chapter.1. DERISION: (A) urgency (B) admonishment (C) uniqueness (D) diversity (E) acclaim2.
ANTIPATHY: (A) fondness (B) disagreement (C) boorishness (D) provocation (E) opprobrium3.
CAJOLE: (A) implore (B) glance at (C) belittle (D) ennoble (E) engender4. CENSURE: (A)
prevaricate (B) titillate (C) aggrandize (D) obscure (E) sanction5. ADULATION: (A) immutability
(B) reluctance (C) reflection (D) defamation (E) indifference6. NOISOME: (A) salubrious (B)
affable (C) multifarious (D) provident (E) officious7. CONSECRATE: (A) curb (B) destroy (C)



curse (D) inveigh (E) exculpate8. ILLUSTRIOUS: (A) bellicose (B) ignoble (C) theoretical (D)
esoteric (E) immaculate9. DEIGN: (A) inveigh (B) gainsay (C) speculate (D) reject (E) laud10.
SUBTERFUGE: (A) bewilderment (B) artlessness (C) deceit (D) felicitation (E)
jeopardycomatose stuporcombine unite, blendcommandeer seize for military usecommemorate
observecommend praisecommensurate proportionatecommiserate empathizecommissary food
storecommission authorization to perform a taskcommodious spaciouscommodity
productcommodore naval officer
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